
This little-known French moral allegory, published in Protestant This little-known French moral allegory, published in Protestant 
Geneva and disparaging the Roman Catholic church on the Geneva and disparaging the Roman Catholic church on the 
grounds of both doctrine and practice, serves as an illuminating grounds of both doctrine and practice, serves as an illuminating 
intertext for various English interludes of the period, as well as intertext for various English interludes of the period, as well as 
for works of the Elizabethan public theatre. Given the negative for works of the Elizabethan public theatre. Given the negative 
role of a figure called “Rabbi” as a representative of the Old role of a figure called “Rabbi” as a representative of the Old 
Law and the motif of cutting open the breast of the universal Law and the motif of cutting open the breast of the universal 
Mankind figure, the analogues notably include Shakespeare’s Mankind figure, the analogues notably include Shakespeare’s 
The Merchant of VeniceThe Merchant of Venice. More broadly anticipated is the later . More broadly anticipated is the later 
drama’s development of conscience, in keeping with Reformation drama’s development of conscience, in keeping with Reformation 
theology, as a thoroughly internalised function serving as a pivot theology, as a thoroughly internalised function serving as a pivot 
between culpability and redemption. Yet doctrinal insistence by between culpability and redemption. Yet doctrinal insistence by 
no means dampens Barran’s dramaturgy, which is far from static. no means dampens Barran’s dramaturgy, which is far from static. 
In depicting Mankind’s interactions with his spiritual enemies In depicting Mankind’s interactions with his spiritual enemies 
and allies, the author deploys remarkable energy and invention, and allies, the author deploys remarkable energy and invention, 
including moments of mordant verbal and exuberant physical including moments of mordant verbal and exuberant physical 
humour, thereby distinguishing himself equally as a polemicist and humour, thereby distinguishing himself equally as a polemicist and 
a playwright.a playwright.
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